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Flat Brick Arches
Flat Brick Arches, Sven M Nilsson, Symposium RILEM, Milan 1962
In 1962 when I signed the license contract with the Brick Industry I received $50,000 in cash and went 
straight down to the car dealer and bought my dream car, a Citroen Break. The rest I put beneath Ingrid´s 
pillow.
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International Standard Method
To measure and recording the Shear strength 
and Deformation properties of clays
I had recently begun as researcher at Chalmers University of 
Technology. My professor, Hjalmar Granholm asked me to went 
out to Surte to observe a vane boring. I was met by a large 
three legged crane, three men and a whole lot of rods and 
tubes. In between there men managed to do 2 - 4 tests per 
hour. Really boring indeed?
They started by driving down a one meter long Ø85 mm tube 
in which the vane as well as one meter Ø20 mm rod was 
inserted to get free from mud.  Each rod was in a slide bearing 
in the tube. The vane was then turned via the Ø 20 mm rod 
until the breaking force was obtained.
On my way home I got the idea to remove the outer tube all 
together and instead measure the forces around the Ø 20 mm 
rod first and then around the rod and the vane together. This 
was solved by using a slip coupling above the vane. Turning the 
rod, up on the ground, the rod turned first and after 15° the 
vane followed. I realized what a difficult project this would be 
from mechanical point of view as I had limited knowledge in 
mechanics. I asked my colleague Per Jonell to help me and 
started the company Jonell & Nilsson 1958.
With the new vane borer, one man could do 15 tests per hour. 
The measuring accuracy was much higher than with the old one 
and the clay deformation properties.

The academic ”duck pond”.
The assistent professor of Geotechnics explained bluntly that”  
all vane boring is on current accounting so most likely there will 
be none who´ll buy your vane borer.
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Penetration test
with continuous recording of tip pressure
In order to examine the soil layers a method by the 
name ”weight boring” was in use. It was developed by 
Swedish Railway (SJ) around 1917. The head of the 
State´s Geotechnical Institute (SGI) described it, 
during a lecture at Chalmers University, as ” the most 
antique method known to technology”. But of course 
there were people at SGI as well as consultants that 
had become accustomed to ”weight boring” and who 
wouldn´t accept our new boring method. It was hard 
going initially! But then my colleague at Chalmers, 
Sven Hansbo, was starting a Geotechnical 
department at Jacobsson & Widmark. He ordered 
four complete sets of vane borer and penetration 
borer.
Somewhat later we received an order for 24 sets 
from the Road Department and so the story goes. 
Previously all geotechnical fieldwork had been done 
on current accounting. Sven Hansbo launched a price 
list with set prices and gave fixed quotations. This 
invoked rather vigorous criticism from the 
establishment and he was nearly expelled from the 
Swedish Geotechnical Society (SGF). A few years 
later Hansbo was professor at Chalmers as well as 
president of SGF. The next step was to motorise the 
field work. Initially we mounted the equipment on 
tractors and later we developed a tracked vehicle.

In one decennia we raised the geotechnical 
fieldwork from the 19th century level it was on to 
modern and efficient way of operating which, today, 
is well-established.

In 1970 I sold Nilcon Geotechnics to Peter 
Örtendahl and Per Jonell who, skilfully and 
successfully, continued developing the technology in 
their company GEOTECH.
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Cohesion Piles
New method for calculation of Cohesion Piles
T. Fellenius carried out a series of pile tests at the 
Railway Station in Gothenburg in 1955. He 
tested Equal thick and conical piles with the root 
up or down and in various combinations. He 
found that a conical pile with the root upwards 
was 40% stronger than one with the tip upwards 
and 30% stronger than an equally thick pile. The 
differences were presumed to be due to 
disturbances in the clay at different types of piles 
and methods. When testing with Nilcon´s vane 
borer even the clays deformation properties is 
acquired. In my new method the deformations in 
the clay around the pile as well as in the pile itself 
is observed. I introduced a shift module which 
could be acquired from the vane boring. It got 
the name, Sven Nilsson´s shift module.
My method made clear with full akribi how 
cohesion Piles work. Fellenius test results got a 
completely natural and unequivocal explanation. 
In Gårda, Gothenburg, a 35 meter long pile, 
9+8+18, was load tested. Accor ding to Fellenius 
method with C=1 the capacity was 109.0 tonnes. 
With my metod it was calculated to 90.9 tonnes 
and the test result was 90.0 tonnes.

”Academical duck pond”.
Fellenius sent a letter to professor Sven Hansbo, 
where he claimed that his analysis and 
conclusions were correct and that my metod was unsupported. Two meters away from the 
lecture room sat Bergfelt, professor of bridge construction. He couldn´t be bothered to enter 
the lecture room, but sent a letter to Hansbo where he claimed it was his method, without 
being able to, with a single word or sketch, back this claim. The college, except for Bergfelt, gave 
me seven, the highest mark.
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ANALYSIS conical piles.
In the analysis carried out, we have assumed that the pile diameter is 
constant. It is common for wooden piles, however, that the diameter varies 
from root to tip. This tapered shape can have a major impact on the carrying 
capacity and we must therefore study this case closely,

If the pile top diameter is D0 and growth k the diameter  D can be written,

D = D0 + kx! ! ! ! ! ! ....................! (3:15)

As showed in §2 the  offset shift module was roughly inversely proportional to  
the diameter, which can be expressed if K0 is the offset for the diameter D0

K =
K0 ∗D0

D0 + kx
! ! ! ! ! ! .......................! (3:16)

The three basic equations  (3:1), (3:2) and /3:3) will then look like the 
following,

τ =
K0 ∗D0

D0 + kx
! ! ! ! ! ! .......................! (3:17)

dϕ
dx

=
σ p

Ep
! ! ! ! ! ! .......................! (3:18)

τ =
D0 + kx
4

∗
dσ p

dx ! ! ! ! .......................! (3:19)

and the differential equation (3:4) becomes,
dτ 2

dx2
+

2k
D0 + kx

∗
dτ
dx

−
4K0D0

Ep (D0 + kx)
2 ∗τ = 0

It is difficult to find a general solution to this differential equation and for the 
further analysis we shall therefore use differential calculation. Such can be 
done in two steps. In the first step, one starts from a presumed σ p −

distribution and receives ϕ   according to the relation  (3:18).  In the next 

step the τ  is calculated according to (3:17) and new values on σ p  is 

obtained according to (3:19). The values for σ p converge relatively quickly 
towards the final values.



Wind loads on brick walls
Sven M. Nilsson. TEGEL Nr. 2, 1963
In 1963 I developed a new, simpler 
and more reality based method for 
calculating the brick wall strength due 
to wind loads. I also suggested 
constructive methods to strengthen 
brick walls. Then, in 1969, professor 
Anders Losberg and Sven Johansson, 
both at Chalmers, published that very 
same method, without with so much 
as a word mentioning that I´d 
developed it. That´s what happens in 
the ”academical duck pond”. In 
TEGEL nr. 2, 1967 this was corrected 
by Jürgen Magdalinsky in ”How to 
dimension brick walls for wind loads”.
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International Standard
For testing the Compressive- and Tensile strength of Concrete
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International Standard
For testing the Compressive- and Tensile strength
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Sealing Foam
Got a worldwide product 20 years to late!
In the spring on 1967 I and Lars-Erik Karlsson mixed polyol and isocyanate in a plastic bottle, shook it, and 
sprayed out the polyurethane foam ferments and expands. The method was patented.
Rockwool in Skövde took care of the marketing but the problem with a much to short storage time 
resulted in the produkt not reaching a sufficient big market.
We were doing it 20 years too early!

Now the storage time problem has been solved and sealing foam has become a worldwide product.
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Nilcon Prefab System
It started 1959 in Åmål at George Björhag´s Betongkonstruktioner AB
In 1965 DIÖS och BPA had already been in media about the new revolutionizing building system. BPA had 
acquired Betongkonstruktioner i AB 1965 and Diös had their Uppsala factory ready by 1966. But we had 
large and difficult issues to get the production to work and we were out of money. The pressure on both 
Diös and BPA was so immense that they had to lend me about 10 million SEK - without security! 
We worked as slaves, towards the end for 20h/day for months and the last day of May we finally get it to 
work at the factory in Uppsala. The first ones I called were two particularly nervous directors at BPA. 
Then everything got going at a remarkable speed!
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S:a Valsätra-Gottsunda, Uppsala, 2600 flats

Klaraberg, Hisingen, 2000 flats

Rosengården i Malmö. 2000 flats

Öxnehaga, Husquarna, 2000 flats



The world´s most rational building system
My idea concept, Nilcon´s Achilles heel
The building system went as a travelling exhibition around to all Riksbyggen´s departments in Sweden. The 
piling for the test house had just begun when the chairman of the builders union, Knut Johansson, who later 
become Minister of Building, came out with a delegation to stop the construction. It was too rational- it 
would lead to unemployment!!

Either way it came to several ”downgraded” versions of ”the new system”
The building rate in Klaraberg was very high with 0.83 man-hour/m3. The total architect and consulting cost 
was 1.6% of the total building cost - RECORD! 
Normally it is at least the double for the building rate and 10-folds for architect and consultant costs.
Architects, consultants and builder weren’t exactly Nilcon´s friends!
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Bygge-Bostad no 4

This is our new building system: Each flat can be easily changed.

Flexible and optional layout which up to this day, is 
the only ”flexible” project on a large scale.
2600 flats

KLARABERG, Hisingen - RECORD!
2000 flats



Millions get thrown away
Gothenburg Post 7 June 1973 
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Gothenburg-born idea spreading across the world

The ”Nilcon element” is invented by, dr. Sven M Nilsson. Factories 

are being built on license based on his system in Europe and 

USA. In Finland there´s going to be Scandinavia´s largest Element 

Factory to produce the Nilcon Element. Cementa and Diös, both 

in Sweden, also have licenses.

Many millions, not to say billions, get wasted in Sweden. Not least 

in Gothenburg where the foundation circumstances are 

particularly problematic and several other factors a part as well 

resulting in large costs on the ground works. But there are ways 

of avoiding these large cost. As shown, among other things, by a 

thesis at Chalmers University of Technology on initiativ of 

Riksbyggen. The building costs could be significantly lower. In 

Kärra, Riksbyggen have saved 8 million SEK (1973) in an area 

with 2000 apartments. There have been up towards 100 000 

apartments built in Gothenburg since 1960!

BPA-Riksbyggen produce the Nilcon element on licens. The pros 

are, according to CTO Sören Eriksson at Riksbyggen´s planning 

department, that, among other things, you get longer bearing 

length of up to 10 meter. You need no bearing walls into the flats 

and gets possibilities to a flexible layout. The living rooms can be 

made considerably bigger than through conventional element 

building.



Finland - Nilcon’s Flagship
Europe´s two largest element factories with total capacity of about 800 000 m2/year. 20 000 flats, office 
buildings, butcheries, industrial buildings, small houses, huge potatoes warehouses and piggeries for the Sovjet 
Army, Rovianiemi Steelwork among others.
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Insurance company in Myrismäki

Post Office in Tammerfors

Serial type buildings built in a number of places 
in Finland



The Fins build efficiently and with high quality
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Single and multi-family serial type buildings

One-family home with NILCON´s heating 
and ventilation system.

Bathroom with sheet metal walls on a 8cm concreta 
slab. Weight 1 ton. 10 000 units/year.

NILCON´s heating and ventilation system.
A method to dimensioning was developed and tested on full scale .



In Norway there were a lot of schools and offices
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Factory in Hönefoss Railway to Trondheim

Telemark school Flöjsbonn youth school, Oslo

Gummerud school Even the transport equipment was developed by Nilcon

University in Trondheim Social office in Voss



Highest productivity and quality in element production!
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Nilcon Oy, Helsingfors Stock 200x40 m

Top slab.30-60 mm. 3-6 m/min. Kasett 250 - 450 mm. 2.5 - 4 m/min

Sweeping, oiling, net laying Automatic slab cutting

Gables Net production



Highest productivity and quality in element production!
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Slab lift. 200 m2/hour Kassett lift. 200 m2/hour

Mounting jigg  •  Height+/- 2, Width +/- 1 mm Dutch report. C = NILCON. The highest 
measured productivity.

Twice as high compressive strength as anyone else in a serial concrete element production.

Top slab for floor = 40 mm, for roof = 30 mm  •  Bottom slab = 25 mm  •  Element length up to 21 m



The Netherland in Center of Europe
Europe's largest construction company, Nederhorst United was our licensee.
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Dutch factory in Breda

In the Netherlands a lot of long elements and airplane hangars etc.

Grand project in Oberhausen, Germany, for Neue Heimat, the 
world´s largest developer at that time.



FRANCE in Center of Europe
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Apartment house at La Defence, Paris.  Arkitekt: Le Corbusier

The factory at Marolles sur  Seine.

But the longest element in Sarajevo 21 m! Very long elements in France.



NILCON and U.S President Carter
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Saint Paul, Minnesota

President Carter signing the 
energy plan. The NILCON 
element is on the centrefold as a 
good example of how energy 
can be saved.



Outstanding thermal and sound insulation
In the U.S. NILCON´s thermal and sound insulation was outstanding
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SARAJEVO - The 1984 Winter Olympics with NILCON
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The huge Congress Hall, Sven and Ingrid in the front.

Kassett handler Assembling fixture

Net Production



SARAJEVO - NILCON didn’t make it through the war
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The last nail in the coffin!
The factory management from 1980 said ”You 
look just like you did 28 years ago”. Flattering?

On our way home we picked up Anna (14) and 
Sara (12) in Venice. I proudly told them about the 
flattering comment, upon which Anna said ”were 
you so old vanish and crooked back then as well!”



PM-LUFT and Heat Recovering
It really started back in 1973 with our unit for NILCON´s heating and ventilation system. On the spring of 
1977 I met Bertil Svensson, the owner of PM-LUFT. He suggested me to contact Anders Karlsson, the CEO 
of PM-LUFT and so ”the COIN BANK” was borne which was the recovery unit of NILCON´s system.
After some time of deliveries of rotors we got problem with the glueing. We had to exchange a 
considerable amount of rotors and strengthen with spokes. One sunday, on the way back from Kvänum, 
after delivering rotors, I got the idea of ” groove and tongue” and understood that this could give a new 
dimension to the heat exchanging as well.
On the new years eve of 1979 I and my three sons rolled up the first rotor. PM-LUFT tested it, to a rather 
mediocre result. But I saw the possibilities and the solutions and went up to Anders to discuss the 
development. Anders kept me in suspense all the way until we stood at the exit. He then looked me into 
my blue eyes and said ” Sven, we`ll go for it”. A very decisive moment for NILCON as well as for PM-LUFT.
We had a working machine already 1982 and produced rotors. In 1983 PM-LUFT took over the machine 
and has now produced over 200 000 perfect rotors without any reclamations.
PM-LUFT was a small company when we started but has now grown to become Europe´s leading company 
in the ventilation and recovery industry. As their main market is now global the PM-LUFT company changed 
its name to SWEGON.

The ”Coin Bank”
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True Energy Saving
Up until today Swegon has produced over 200 000 units. It represents several nuclear reactors in yearly 
energy savings! Very much workshop compared with the distorted and reality absent climate debate.
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The green summer olympics of 2008 with ECOCAT
At the end of 1986 I got an inquire by Emissionsteknik if the technology behind the heat recovery rotor 
could be used to catalyst carrier of stainless steel bands. Emitec, a Siemens subsidiary, had just started using 
metal carriers which they welded together at 1140°C by a method developed by NASA. The catalyst was 
tested at up to 1050 °C with heavy vibration. Maximum 1% of the precious metals are allowed to fall off. A 
truly difficult and interesting challenge which, probably, none thought that I´d manage.
Already in 1990 our catalyst for SAAB 900 had been approved and a factory in Karlskoga was built. But 
suddenly Penser , the owner of ECA-Nobel, got some problems and sold Emissionsteknik and the project 
was cancelled. Ecocat was then forced to go a incredible journey in between the different large catalyst 
companies before finally, in November 2000, ending up with the Finnish company Kemira Metalkat OY. In 
2004 the name was changed to ECOCAT OY.
Its an extremely difficult establishment that we have to fight against. We´ve received many low-blows but we
´ve hit back where it hurts a fair few times. For example we won an international catalyst competition in 
regards to the city of Honkong´s vehicles. Then we got a contract to deliver large catalytic converters to 
SCANIA.
And then, with the 2008 green olympics - Ecocat in all gas-operated vehicles!
To day ECOCAT has production in Finland, Italy and India and is the largest producer of metal catalyst 
carrier.
Ecocat catalyst system like Swegon´s recovery system, are based on our ECO-flow. An Expanding, 
Circulating and well Organised gas flow which is a revolutionising development of gas flow in small channels. 
Its described in more detail in the Catarsis presentation. 

http://www.ecocatindiavikas.com/overview.html
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CATARSIS® - The Real Cleansing
Catarsis is a newly developed revolutionizing system for Catalysts as well as for Heat/cold/moisture recovery 
which will be presented separately.
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Catharsis is a greek word coined by 
Aristotle for internal cleansing.
Just as our new catalyst carrier!

The Real Cleansing

Sven M Nilsson

1



The Board for Technical Development - 1982 Inventor Price
Say ”Sven Melker Nilsson” in leading industry- and government circles in Tokyo and you´ll get a big smile and 
probably the word ”Kållered” as a reply.
He´s a world celebrity, this doktor from Gothenburg 
who get inventors price and write bigger contracts than 
most builders thanks to his Nilcon system. He´s a 
discrete in regards to personal prestige. There are 
distinctions in between personal self-affirmation and 
fighting spirit for the sake of an idea.He´s good at the 
latter, Sven Melker, as those of us saw who were 
gathered in the lecture hall where the Board of Technical 
Development were handing out their yearly inventor 
price to Sven.
Minister of Industry, Nils Åsling, was there to harangue 
and to hand out money and diploma. But Sven seized the 
opportunity during a small chat, which probably was 
intended as a courteous introduction, to put the minister 
of industry up against the wall and bring up the industry
´s as well as the building industry´s issues. He´s truly got 
opinions on the fact that Sweden allows itself to build 
”more expensive and slower” as opposed to rational and 
efficient only as a remedy for unemployment issue. But it
´s like putting band-aid on to not see the disease.

A keen duellist.
He formulated himself keenly and daringly and it was with obvious joy that Åsling entered the duel. I think 
one can safely say that it´s very typical of Sven to, when invited to Stockholm to get a honorary prize for 
one of his many inventions, not fall for the temptation to just smile, be happy and polite.
He does not compromise on his straightforward honesty concept and I think it was just that which made us 
ask who he really is, this man from Gothenburg with un-thought of dimensions. Who fought with razor 
sharp weapons for his idea of how Swedish industry could be vitalised- but yet seemed completely 
uninterested in any kind of personal celebrity-hood. I eventually learnt to realise that what he really cares 
most about is what is said in Kållered and Mölndal, and perhaps a little bit in Finland as well which he think is 
Europe´s prime example of how to quickly get a country´s industry and export going - and of course Tokyo 
is interesting. Because he´s put Kållered on the map.
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Swedish Journal no 13, 1982:
”The fantastic Sven Melker Nilsson praised by 
Minister Nils Åsling. Puts Kållered on the world 
map”.



Kållered in Tokyo.
We should clear this thing up with Kållered directly. He was travelling to present the s.c. Nilcon System 
which, as many of you, who are reading this are living with, though you may not know it. Many building 
companies have used this rational method with building concrete elements where you have an unusually big 
degree of ”completetion” so basically all that´s left to do is to start painting! ( Its so rational that its 
dangerous for those who want to extend working opportunities instead of going with new projects which, 
according to Sven, is the way to go!)
During one of those travels he thus got to Tokyo and was received longer and more politely in the highest 
industry and government circles than most Swedish business representatives. Japanese politeness posed the 
question: Is there anything we can do for you? Yes, and what does Sven ask for if not to pinch in the name 
Kållered on the world wall map! So now it sits there and is known in the inner circles of Tokyo. He likes 
gimmicks like that being genuinely Gothenburgian in heart and minds. 
When we met I was to learn a little bit as to why he had been chosen to receive these well-renowned 
inventors prize which STU hands out.
It started of being an interesting lesson in this building technique and that, in regards to building, was exciting 
because we are all part of it, if not in other things then definitely in our dwellings.And it sure soounds 
important: With this building method architects get large, flexible areas to work with, without need for large 
amounts of bearing walls inside the flat. And sound as well as heat insulation already in the elements. That 
was one of the inventions that Chalmers University dr. Nilsson received his prize-money for. But to him that
´s already an old invention.

Now it´s about heat recovery.
Right now heat recovery is the important thing and my main interest. And for this the world as a whole is 
interested. 
One invention which Sven is credited for is a vane borer for testing the strength and deformation qualities 
of clays. His vane borer is to day International Standard. And that´s something which earthquake prone 
areas values in order to keep track of if one dares build at all in certain areas. It always feels interesting when 
you see the practical effect of inventions which have started in the brain and on a drawing table.
We had dinner together during which the newly honoured dr. Nilsson was to elaborate on some of his 
opinions and ideas. I was increasingly confirmed in my opinion that he was crystal clear and rational - so 
rational that I had to ask if he had any time at all to fit in some s.c. private interests or if he only dedicated 
himself to inventions and technology litterature. - Yes, I windsurf of course, he said, and started a short but 
visual monoloque of the charm of windsurfing. He always learns something new about wind and water 
which can become recovered heat when he surfs around the West coast.

The endless theology.
As is often the case at the dinner table one gets into conversation about metaphysical issues and eventually 
theology is there as a unending topic of discussion. I said to the windsurfer by my side that ”this with 
theology is perhaps not your domain”. - Yes, it probably is, Sven said. I´ve always been in a pentecost 
congregation in Gothenburg and Mölndal, and that´s where I have my definite rootedness in life, me and my 
family both which is constituted of my wife Ingrid and five children. - Do you have time to go to church?- Its 
dreadful how many stupid questions sometimes come out of your mouth before realising how wrongly you
´ve vaulted. Of course one has time to go to church!
-Yes, naturally I go most Sundays and a few times during the week since we have a symphonic band for 
which I am the leader. I can assuredly say that I´d rather been inclined to think that he was sitting at his 
drawing table during the evening, rather than go to his church to play with his symphonic band.
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The Orchestra leader Nilsson.
But it didn´t take long before it stod clear that its the inner certainty and integrity as well as the prestige-less 
attitude had its roots in a life approach which taught Sven about proportions in life. There are important and 
fun thing - and that´s where inventions in technology and construction belong - but also life view and faith - 
and that´s something he prioritizes without even reflecting. It flows like a current through the entire 
existence.
Some time after this first meeting I came across a couple of magazines. In one of them I read about a 
company, Sven´s, involved in the new type of regenerative heat-recovering wheels- a product which surely 
has the potential of revolutionising the heat-recovering in the future. And there was also a list of his merits.
In the other magazine there was an article, written by music professor Göte Strandsjö, ”Whole-hearted 
effort”. Where Göte goes through a whole list of different kinds of important efforts done among youth 
relating music, not the least efforts by various churches. In a column the story is told, with great admiration, 
about an effort by a congregation. ”In Mölndal there is a Pentecostal church dedicating themselves to a 
Symphonic band effort. Sven M Nilsson is the name of the driving force. Sven Nilsson has been particularly 
interested in small children and has reached surprisingly good results. I´ve listened prtly to parts of the 
orchestra and partly to the whole orchestra and must say that I am highly impressed. Its truly music being 
presented. Soft, clean, stimulating and rhythmical. Sven Nilsson´s effort with the orchestra in Mölndal and 
particularly the lovely effort with the children deserves attention from brass bands around this country. 
Here´s seemingly more to be done than previously 
understood. New possibilities.” So according to Göte 
Strandsjö, the expert in this field.
I have to admit that I called a colleague with which I´d had a 
conversation about the inventor Sven M Nilsson. We´d both 
been highly impressed by his achievements in this field. I read 
to him the article about Sven M Nilsson specially caring 
about the children. He was quiet for a while and then said-
which authority should one speak to in order to give him a 
new prize? Is it the department of education?
He probably does´t need so many prizes. Sven. He´s got so 
much joy with what he does. And his commitment is not just 
musical. Its about a will to let the music interest serve the 
effort of the congregation among people and show that 
music is, too. a way to find God.
There is no point in asking Sven what´s the most exiting 
thing in life. Inventions that succeed, new ideas, wind-surfing, 
the church-service with a good day for the symphonic band, 
an evening at home with the family and a pile of books. 
Perhaps Mozart, him being the favorit in wonder, at the ready.
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Mölndal´s Environmental Prize 2006
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Quickly Erected Tent for Party
For construction and many other areas
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The MiniMax or Donald Duck Caravan
Folded: 2.15 x 5 x 1.7m.  
Erected: 3.7 x 5 x 2.2 m  
18.5 m2 
60-100 mm high insulation,fully equipped! 
However, no bathtub!
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Ett tryck på en knapp . . .
En vanlig husvagn är trång och instängd, svår att dra,
tål inte fukt, är känslig för sidovindar ... Men
miniMAX är inte vanlig. Ett litet släp att dra och

marknadens rymligaste husvagn på campingen. Hur går det
till? Man trycker på en knapp och förvandlingen äger rum. Det hela tar bara
några minuter och är mycket enkelt att utföra.

Inga fuktproblem
Karossen är gjord i glasfiberarmerad plast med
polyuretanskumsisolering. Glöm fuktproblem och mögel.

Rymlig
Ett kök med stora avställningsytor, sex bäddar, stora förvaringsutrymmen,
microvågsugn, bord . . . allt detta  utan att trängas, trots att bäddarna är full-
stora.

Nytänkande
Hur är detta möjligt? Framför allt genom mycket nytänkande, inte

bara när det gäller uppfällningen. T ex sitter dörren bak istället för
på sidan. Detta gör att man får ett stort rum istället för två mindre

som i en vanlig husvagn.

Säker
När miniMAX är ihopfälld, har den en liten yta, är låg och
har en låg tyngdpunkt. Detta gör att husvagnen blir
mindre känslig för sidvindar och säkrare att köra. Det
låga luftmotståndet gör att bensinförbrukningen och
slitaget minskar.

Här är husvagnen i
nedfällt läge. Inte stor
och klumpig att dra -

karossen är 2.15 meter bred,
1.30 meter hög och 5 meter
lång. Du slipper onödigt
luftmotstånd och vagnen blir
mindre känslig för sidvindar.

Husvagnen hissas upp i
sitt högsta läge. Nu
faller väggarna ut. Det

som tidigare var husvagnens
långsida blir nu sektionernas
golv.

När maximal höjd har
nåtts, sänks husvagnen
ner igen. De utvikta

sektionerna faller på plats och
när kortsidornas väggsektioner
kommer ner låses hela
konstruktionen.

miniMAX är nu 3.8
meter bred och inne-
höjden drygt 2 meter.

Boendeytan är 18m2, med plats
för sex sängar, kylskåp, toalett,
microvågsugn, TV och en massa
människor. Ingången är bakifrån
på husvagnens kortsida.
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Music - My divine Elixir of Life
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Orchestra leader 1953 - 1966

The unforgettable mediterranean journey, Mars 1953. Sweden’s second amateur orchestra  abroad! First visiting 
orchestra in Israel, which was received by minister Golda Meir.



Mölndal´s PK Symphonic Band
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Orchestra leader 1972 - 1987. Started the first non-conformist Symphonic band.  50% women - quite unique in 
the completely male dominated brass-music at that time!



Ingrid - My first and greatest ”Invention”
On the island of Öckerö the world´s most dashing women was to be found. She´s taken care of me and 
given me the possibilities of making my ideas reality. Given me five wonderful children and which has led to 
fourteen just as lovely grandchildren.
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By the star Camping 
Camps Elysee

I’m Ingrid in the 
rain…

Nilssons’s  Quintet 1975 - Bosse, Karin, Lasse, Lena 
and Per

Pisa, Italy

Christmas 2000
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